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INTRODUCTION 
Textile market alone is responsible for as much as 10% of global greenhouse gas emissions, 

and is the second worst pollutant of global fresh drinking water. If textile manufacturing is 

not immediately stopped or dramatically reduced, there's a predicted 400% growth in 

manufacturing over the next 15 years. Global fight against textile pollution is insufficient, and 

there's no substantial impact on textile pollution from any other company or organization, 

and specifically not from any web/mobile platform/application. Current textile stocks 

reuse/repurpose companies are not leading or causing any global practical change. 

 

 

AIM 
Retextile literally wants to make the world a better place, both by reducing textile related 

greenhouse gas emissions, and by encouraging textiles reusing and repurposing. Retextile aims, 

on the one hand, at allowing big fashion brands make money and social&environmental profits, 

and on the other hand, at allowing textile manufacturing factories reduce expenses. Retextile 

brings to the world of textile an end-to-end remote interaction between buyers and sellers of 

textile stocks. 

 

 

MANAGEMENT 

CEO and senior system engineer – Werta Adir 

CTO and innovation center leader – Ayash Omer 

 

 

FINANCE 

Retextile receives a selling fee from the fashion brands on the one hand, and a 

buying and shipping fees from the factories on the other hand. Retextile asks for 

100,000 ILS in return for 10% of the company. Money will be used for web and 

mobile platforms end of development and for initial marketing. 

 

 

CEO: Trumann village, house 22, Israel|phone: +972-53-717-3337|fax: +972-39356430 

PRODUCT/SERVICES 
Retextile ltd is a green textile trade company. It's a 'sell&buy old&used textile stocks 

network'. Retextile allows big fashion brands like H&M, Zara and Mango, sell their low and 

zero value textile stocks to textile factories or other textile businesses. Retextile is both an 

environmental and a social startup, connecting buyers and sellers of textile stocks. Retextile 

will make textile saving a global hype, will make our world greener and free of textiles burning 

pollution. 

 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
Retextile focuses on big fashion brands as its target audience, with constant direct addressing, 

that includes presentations and business meetings with our target market. We're supplying 

our target audience with an E2E shipping solution through our platform, and with our 

"Retextile green standard mark". Our platform is a user-friendly platform, with an AI based 

recommendations section. 

 

 


